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Introduction 
The converse of the "third fundamental theorem" of Lie states that 
any Lie algebra (over the reals) belongs to a Lie group. 
Lie being mainly interested in local groups, his theorem originally 
asserted the existence of a local group with a given Lie algebra. 
Later E. CARTAN gave two proofs [1, 2] for the global case. The first 
one is based on the Levi theorem. The second one, which in a way is the 
most direct one, rests on the vanishing of the second betti number in 
a simply connected Lie group. The first proof modified by the use of 
Ado's theorem, which also rests on the Levi theorem, is now usually to 
be found in the expositions on Lie theory. 
P. A. SMITH [3, 4] analyzed Cartan's second proof and in particular 
the role of the second betti number in an abstract setting. 
To explain more in detail the problem considered by Smith, we have 
to digress on the Cartan procedure, which we present here for convenience 
in a slightly modified version. 
Let~ be a Lie algebra with centre[. Then~/[~ ad~=@ is a linear 
Lie algebra, and therefore belongs to a global Lie group G, which we 
may assume to be simply connected. On the other hand [ is the Lie 
algebra of a vector group 0. The extension 0-+ [-+ ~ ~@-+ 0 gives 
rise to a [-valued 2-cocycle on @. If this "infinitesimal cocycle" can be 
enlarged to a global 0-valued 2-cocycle on G (in the sense of the theory 
of group extensions) the construction of a global group H with Lie algebra 
~ is performed. 
It is precisely this enlargement from the infinitesimal to the global 
cocycle which may meet an obstruction in the second betti group of G 
over the reals. If G were not simply connected a secondary obstruction 
in the first betti group may be met. 
Hence if in our case the second betti group vanishes, the construction 
succeeds (see also [ 5]). In a Lie group the second homotopy group vanishes 
and so a fortiori the real betti group in dimension 2 if G is simply connected. 
Therefore the global converse of Lie's third fundamental theorem holds.!) 
1 ) In the classical theory [2] n 2(G) = 0 is first shown for compact G by studying 
the Lie algebra. This is sufficient to imply n2(G) = 0 for any Lie group G. Recently 
W. BROWDER [6] gave an entirely topological proof of this fact. However the 
vanishing of the second betti number in a simply connected Lie group is already 
proved topologically by HoPF [7]. 
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Without meeting any obstruction the infinitesimal cocycle can be 
enlarged to a cocycle, in the sense of group extension theory, in a neigh-
bourhood V of l in G. That is to say we can construct a "tube" U around 
0 which is a local Lie group with Lie algebra ~ and such that U admits 
an epimorphism U -"'~ V with ker cp=O, dcp=ad. The enlargement of U 
to a global group meets the above mentioned obstruction. 
Therefore in the abstract case Smith considers an epimorphism U 'P_,_ V, 
where U, V are local groups, ker cp a subgroup of U, and V a local sub-
group of a group G= V00 • Then he examines under what conditions U _cp_-+ V 
enlarges to a group extension over G. His main result is: 
If ,):l1(G, V) = (0), then any extension B: U ~ V is enlargible to an 
extension over G if and only if ,):l2( V) = 0. 
Here ,):l1(G, V) and ,):l 2(V) denote certain abstractly defined homotopy 
groups. Actually the main result is somewhat more general in that it 
states a necessary and sufficient condition in order that the part of B 
that lies over a local subgroup W C V be enlargible. 
We think that this result explains why one has to appeal to the vanishing 
of certain connectivity groups in dimension 2 in any proof of the converse 
of Lie's third fundamental theorem. 
We have tried to complete the Smith results in finding conditions which 
insure that a given specific local extension U -'I'_,_ V be enlargible over G. 
In particular we pay attention, like Smith also did, to the topological 
case, since it is the source of the problem. Finally we indicate a simple 
example of a non-enlargible local extension where the non-enlargibility 
is due to a non-vanishing connectivity group in dimension 2; this example 
is more or less suggested already by [ 4]. 
On the basis of the Smith approach, and the tools from the cohomology 
theory of groups at hand, the whole analysis proceeds fairly straight-
forwardly; it is just an arrangement of known facts. Some formal properties 
of a cohomology theory of Vietoris type, which we had to utilize and which 
are not readily available in the literature, are presented in a separate 
section ( § ll). 
l. Definitions 
We recall briefly some definitions given by P. A. SMITH [ 4) and MALCEV 
[ 8). 
A local group L is a set with a multiplication defined for a collection of 
pairs from L which has the following properties: 
(i) if xy and yz are defined and if one of the products (xy)z or x(yz) 
is defined, so is the other and ( xy )z = x(yz), 
(ii) there is a unit l E L such that l x=x l =X for any x E L, 
(iii) every x EL has a unique inverse x-1 such that x=(x-1)-1 and 
x x-1= l, 
(iv) if xy is defined so is y-1x-1, and from (i), (ii), (iii), it follows that 
(xy)-1 =y-1x-1. 
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A map q; : L --+ L', L, L' local groups, is called a homomorphism if 
q;(x)q;(y) is defined if and only if xy is defined, and if q;(xy) = q;(x)q;(y). 
The kernel of a homomorphism is a group. If q; has only the property 
that q;(xy) = q;(x)q;(y), by which we mean to imply that q;(x)q;(y) is defined 
whenever xy is defined, then we call q; a weak homomorphism 1). 
Similarly the concepts of (weak) monomorphism and epimorphism are 
defined. 
A local subgroup V of a local group L is any monomorphic image 
in L of a local group, i.e. V = V-1, and the multiplication in Vis the one 
in L restricted to V both in range and domain. 
Any group is a local group. 
A neighbourhood base ~ at I in a local group L is a collection of local 
subgroups such that (i) with any pair Vt, v2 E ~' there exists a v3 E ~ 
with v3 c v1 n v2, (ii) For any a E L and v E ~ there is a w E ~' such 
that a W, W a-1 are defined and a Wa-1 C V, (iii) with any V E ~ there 
is a WE~ such that W2 C V. There is a unique topology in Lin which 
~ is a neighbourhood base at I, and so that the map (a, b)--+ ab-1 is 
defined on an open domain of L x L, and is continuous. Conversely if L 
is a topological local group in this sense, then the neighbourhood base 
at I in L has the above described properties. 
Suppose that L is a local subgroup of a group G with G=L00• Then 
I 
any topology on L extends to a unique topology on G. 
2. Statement of the problem 
Let V be a local subgroup of a group G, U a local group and q; : U--+ V 
a homomorphism. Under what conditions can U be enlarged to a group 
H and q; to a homomorphism cp : H --+ G? 
By restricting V, G and H properly we may suppose that q; is an epi-
morphism, G = voo, H = U00, and then cp is necessarily an epimorphism. 
We restrict the problem further by requiring that cfo-1jV =q;-1. This 
implies in particular that ker q; = ker cp = N and vice versa. 
Suppose now that we have a commutative diagram with exact rows 
(; H ~G--+ I 
I--+N u u 2). 
('U~V--+I 
Let for any hE H, t(h) denote the inner automorphism of H associated 
with h, and tN(h) the action of t(h) restricted to N. Then tN is a homo-
morphism H--+ A(N), where A(N) is the group of automorphisms of N. 
tN maps anN-coset onto an J(N) coset in A(N), where I(N) is the group of 
inner automorphisms of N. So () = tNq;-1 is a homomorphism G--+A(N)fl(N). 
1) In the terminology of Smith a homomorphism is called a "strong homo-
morphism" and a- weak homomorphism a "homomorphism". 
2) The map V --+ l will only be a weak homomorphism in general. 
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On the other hand, if the epimorphism rp : U --+ V is given, it follows that 
for any u E U and any n EN the products un, nu-l, and (un)u-l=n(nu-1) 
are defined, and it follows easily that tNrp-1 is a weak homomorphism 
V--+ A(N)jl(N), and e : G--+ A(N)jl(N) is obviously an enlargement of 
lNrp-1 over G. Hence a necessary condition in order that the problem be 
soluble is that the weak homomorphism lNrp-1 : V--+ A(N)jl(N) be 
enlargible to a homomorphism e : G--+ A(N)jl(N), which is then unique 
because of G = voo. In particular e exists trivially if N is central in U. 
In the further discussion of the problem we assume therefore the exis-
tence of e. 
The group N together with the homomorphism e : G--+ A(N)jl(N) 
constitutes a G-kernel in the sense of EILENBERG-MAcLANE [9]. They 
have shown that a G-kernel (N, (}) determines uniquely an element 
{/3} E H 3(G, O(N)) where O(N) denotes the centre of N and G operates 
via 0. {h} vanishes if and only if there is an extension 
L:l--+NCH_</>___,_G--+1, 
such that lNc/>-1 =e. Furthermore the equivalence classes of extensions L 
are in l-1 correspondence with the elements of H2(G, O(N)). 
In order to utilize their results in the present situation we shall review 
briefly their constructions. 
For future needs we fix some notation and terminology. 
By £ we shall denote throughout the local extension 
I --+ N C U 'P__. V--+ I. 1) 
We say that £ is enlargible (to a global extension) if there exists a com-
mutative diagram 
1--+NCU--+V--+l 
pd + t n (*) 
L: 1--+N-LH--+G--+1 
where Lis an extension and U _.'_,_His a monomorphism. We shall represent 
t and 'fJ usually by an inclusion sign. £ is said to be enlargible from the 
local subgroup W C V if there is a commutative diagram (*) with V 
replaced by W and U by U' =rp-1(W). 
3. The 3-cohomology class of (N, e) 
Given the G-kernel (N, e), let s : G--+ A(N) be a map covering 
e : G--+ A(N)jl(N). 
Then from (}(x) e(y) =e(xy) it follows that s(x) s(y) s(xy)-1 E I(N) or s(x) 
s(y)=t(n(x, y)) s(xy), where n(x, y) EN. From the associativity conditions 
1) Notice that the map V --+ l is only a weak homomorphism. 
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it follows that t(n(x, y) n(xy, z)) = t(*'ln(y, z) n(x, yz)). So 
n(x, y) n(xy, z) = fa(x, y, z) "'"'ln(y, z) n(xy, z), 
where fa(x, y, z) E C(N) =centre of N. fa is shown to be a cocycle. Due 
to the freedom in the various choices it is determined only up to a co-
boundary. So its class {/a} is determined uniquely by (N, ()). Further 
{/a}= { 0} if and only if there is an extension 1 --+ N C H _1>__,. G --+ 1, with 
() = tNc/>-1. 
In our case however the local extension 2 is one of the data of the 
problem. Let 'lfJ : V--+ U be a cross section to the epimorphism q; : U--+ V. 
Then the map e: G--+ A(N) covering () may be chosen such that 
e(X)=tN('IjJ(X)), X E V. 
Then there is a unique Y(x, y) EN such that 'lfJ(x) 'lfJ(Y) = Y(x, y) 'lfJ(xy), 
x, y, xy E V. Taking n(x, y) =Y(x, y) in the above construction for any 
pair x, y E V with xy E V one finds that fa(x, y, z) = 0 for any triple 
x, y, z E V, such that xy, yz, xyz E V. 
4. The difference class of two extensions 
Let !t : 1--+ N CHi--+ G--+ 1, i= 1, 2 be two extensions with G-kernel 
(N,()), i.e. tNc/>t-1=() {i=1,2). 
Let s be a map G--+ A(N) covering (). Then there exist cross sections 
'lfJi : G--+ Ht to the homomorphisms cf>t with 
s(x) =tN('IfJt(x)), x E G (*). 
Now 'ljJt(x) 'lfJi(Y) =nt(X, y) 'lfJt(xy), ni(X, y) EN and from (*) it follows that 
n1(x, y) = /2(x, y) n2(x, y), with /2(x, y) E C(N). 
/2 is a O(N)-valued 2-cocycle on G, and due to the freedom in the choice 
of sand 'lfJi it is determined up to a co boundary. So its class {/2} is determined 
solely by !1, !2 and as such it will be written as d(!b ! 2). 
From the above equations it follows easily that given ! 1 and an element 
{/2} E H 2(G, C(N)) there is a ! 2 with d(!b ! 2) = {/2}, and furthermore 
d(!1, !2) = 0 if and only if !1 and !2 are essentially the same, i.e. if 
there is a commutative diagram 
where t is an isomorphism H 1 --+ H2. 
Given the local extension 2, an extension ! 1 : 1 --+ N C H --+ G --+ 1 
and a choice of s we find by the same procedure a O(N)-valued function 
/2(x, y) defined for any pair x, y E V with xy E V. For any triple x, y, z E V 
with xy, yz, xyz E V we find that 
tJ/2(x, y, z) =x/2(y, z)- !2(xy, z) + !2(x, yz)- !2(x, y) = 0. 
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Further because of the freedom of the various choices /2 is determined up 
to a 6/I, where /I is a O(N)-valued function defined on V and 
6/I(x, y) = xf(y)- f(xy) 
for any pair x, y with xy E V. 
Now it is easily seen that £ is enlargible if and only if there exists a 
2-cocycle F2 on G with F2(x, y) = /2(x, y) for any pair x, y E V with xy E V. 
5. V -local and ~-local cohomology theory 
Let V be a subset of a group G and 0 an abelian group on which G 
operates. 
A V-local n-tuple is ann-tuple x1, ... , Xn, Xi E V, such that the products 
Xp+IXp+2 ... Xq-IXq are in V for any p, q with O<,p<,q<,n. 1) 
A 0-valued function f defined on the V-local n-tuples will be called a 
V-local n-cochain. For any V-local n-cochain f, 6f is defined as a V-local 
(n+ I)-cochain by 
f(xl, ... , Xn+I) =X1j(x2, ... , Xn+I) + L (-)if( xi, ... , XiXi+l, ... , Xn+l). 
Note that the n-tuples in the parentheses are V-local if x1, ... , Xn+l is 
a V-local (n+ I)-tuple. We have M/=0 and the derived cohomology groups 
will be denoted by Hn(V, G). If V =G we get the ordinary cohomology 
groups of G with coefficients in 0. 
For the further discussion it is convenient to switch to the "homo-
geneous" notation. 
A V-simplex of dimension n on G is an (n+ I)-tuple xo, ... , Xn with 
Xi-lXj E V for i<j. 
If Xo, ... , Xn is a V-simplex, then 
is a V-local n-tuple. Conversely if y1, ... , Yn is a V-local n-tuple 
xo, xoyr, ... , XoYI···YP, ... , XoYI···Yn 
is a V-simplex. The collection of V-simplices constitutes a complex Fv 
on which G operates freely on the left. The equivariant cochains on Fv 
are in I-I correspondence with the V-local cochains by the transition 
formulae 
f(yt, ... , Yn) = F(I, yr, YtY2, ... , Y1, ... , Yn) 
F(xo, ... , Xn) =Xof(x01Xr, ... , x;2 1Xn). 
So the groups Hn( V, 0) are isomorphic to the equivariant cohomology 
groups H~q(Fv, 0) of Tv. The ordinary cohomology groups of Tv will 
be denoted by Hn(Fv, 0). For any complex ron which G operates En(F, 0) 
we denote the equivariant cochain groups and Fn( r, 0) the ordinary 
cochain groups. 
l) A similar concept is employed by SMITH [4] c.f. p. 398. 
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Let W be a subset of V. Then any W-local n-tuple is automatically a 
V-local n-tuple. So we get a restriction homomorphism ewv for the cochains 
and an induced homomorphism H(V, 0)-;. H(W, 0) which we continue 
to denote by ewv. Obviously exwewv=exv if XC W C V. 
In the homogeneous notation ewv is the restriction from the complex 
Tv to the subcomplex Tw. 
In particular we get a restriction homomorphism 
(l) eva: H(G, 0) =Heq(Ta, 0) _,. Heq(Tv, 0) =H( V, 0) 
By classical results if Tv has trivial cohomology with coefficients in 0 in 
dimensions up to n- l, then in ( l) the homomorphism eva is an isomor-
phism up to dimension n- l and a monomorphism in dimension n. 
In general we have the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence theorem: 
The spectral sequence derives from the double complex E(Ta x Tv, 0) 
where G operates on Fax Tv by simultaneous action on both factors. 
Let now ~ be a system of subsets V of G such that with any pair W, V 
there is an X E ~with XCV n W. Then the cochain complexes F(Tv, 0) 
and E(Tv, 0) with the restrictions ewv constitute a direct system. Their 
limits will be denoted by F(T'J5, 0), E(T'J5, 0). Similarly we put 
lim H(Tv, 0)=H(T'J5, 0) 
and lim Heq(Tv, 0) (or lim H(V, 0)) =Heq(T'J5, 0) (or H(~, 0)). For the 
various restriction homomorphisms ewv we put lim ewv = ev. Since the 
---w--+ 
homology functor commutes with direct limits H(T'J5, 0), Heq(T'J5, 0) are 
the derived groups of the cochain complexes F(T'J5, 0) and E(T'J5, 0). 
Remark. 
Since the action of G on any Tv commutes with the restriction homo-
morphisms, G acts also on the cochaincomplex F(T'J5, 0). Obviously 
E(T'J5, 0) maps monomorphically into the subcomplex Feq(T'J5, 0) of equi-
variant elements of F(T'J5, 0) but it seems likely that Feq(T'J5, 0) may 
be bigger than E(T'J5, 0). 
Further the restriction from V to W induces a restriction homomorphism 
E(Ta x Tv, 0)-;. E(Ta x Tw, 0) which we continue to denote by ewv. 
The limitcomplex will be denoted by E(Ta x T'J5, 0). 
E(Tv, 0) is a subcomplex of E(Ta x Tv, 0) and so its limit E(T'J5, 0) 
is a subcomplex of E(Ta X T'J5, 0). Since the inclusion induces an iso-
morphism Heq(Tv, 0)-;. Heq (Fax Tv, 0), and since the homology functor 
commutes with direct limits we have that Heq(Ta X r'J5, 0) =Heq(T'J5, 0). 
Here Heq(Ta X T'J5, 0) denotes the derived group of E(Ta X r'J5, 0). We 
identify throughout Heq(Tv, 0) =H( V, 0) and Heq(T'J5, 0) =H(~, 0) with 
Heq(Ta X Tv, 0) and Heq(Ta X r'J5, 0) respectively. 
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Further let the successive terms of the spectral sequence arising from 
filtering the complexes E(Tc x Tv, C) and E(Tc x T'JJ, C) by the primary 
degree, be denoted by En(Tc X Tv, C) and En(Tc X T'JJ, C) respectively; 
the terms Eo are the complexes themselves. Then 
E~·q(Tc X T'JJ, C) =lim E~·q(Tc X Tv, C). 
The terms Ef·q(Tc x Tv, C) may be identified canonically with 
E(Tc, H(Tv, C)) 
the restriction homomorphisms being those which arise from ewv : H 
(Tv, C) -r H(Tw, C). 1) 
Now we assume that for all V E ~ the complex Tv is connected and 
furthermore that for any V E ~ there is. a W E ~ with W C V and such 
that 
(I) 
Then 
Ef· 0 (Tc X T'JJ, C) =lim Ef· 0(Tc X Tv, C) =lim EP(Tc, HO(Tv, C)) =EP(Tc, C) 
and 
Ef·i(Tc X T'JJ, C) =lim EP(Tc, Hi( Tv, C)) jg (0), I <j <;n-1. 
Finally on account of the connectedness of any Tv, E(Tc, C) may be 
identified with the subcomplex of E· ·0(Tc x Tv, C) consisting of the d1-
cocycles (in the sense of spectral theory). The resulting inclusion homo-
morphism Heq(Tc,C)-rHeq(TaxTv,C)=Heq(Tv,C) is just eve- By 
replacing V by ~ we find this homomorphism to be (J'JJG· So we find 
Proposition 5.1. 
Let for any V E ~the complex Tv be connected. Assume that for I <;j <;n-I 
there exists for any V E ~ a W E ~ such that ewvHi( Tv, C)= 0. Then the 
homomorphism (J'JJG : Hi(G, C) -r Hj(~, C) is an isomorphism for j = 0, ... , 
n- I and a monomorphism for j = n. 
6. Enlargibility of a local extension 
Assume that the local subgroup V C G occurring in the local extension 
£ (see § 2) is contained in a family ~ of local subgroups with the property 
that the intersection of any two members of.~ contains a member of ~­
Suppose that for any WE~' Tw is connected and that there exists a 
W' E ~ such that ew~wHi(Tw, C(N)) = 0, i =I, 2. Then according to pro-
position 5.I (J'JJG : H 3(G, C(N)) -r H3(~, C(N)) is a monomorphism. In 
particular let {/3} be the 3-cohomology class on G associated with the 
G-kernel (N, 8) (see § 3). vVe have seen that we may assume /3 to be zero 
on V, and therefore f3 is zero on every WE~' W C V. So (J'JJG {/3}=0. 
1) In general we may not claim that lim E(Fa, H(Fv)) = E(Fa, lim H(Fv)) = 
= E(Fa, H(F'JJ)); more generally the Hom-functor does not necessarily commute 
with du·ect limits. 
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And therefore {/3}=0, which means that there is an extension 
Ll : l --+ N c Hl --"''_,. G--+ I, 
with e = lN cpc1. 
Furthermore by the assumptions on ~ we have again by proposition 5.1 
that I!~BG : H2(Q, O(N)) --+ H2(~, O(N)) is an isomorphism. Therefore there 
is in particular an elemfmt y E H2(G, O(N)) such that I!~BGY=e~Bvd(53, _L) 
where d( 53, _L) E H2( V, O(N)) is the difference class of 53 and .L (see § 4). 
By the definition of the direct limit this means that there is a W C V, 
W E ~ such that eway = ewvd(53, _L). Or we can find a cocycle fz E d(53, _L), 
f2 being a V-local cocycle, such that its restriction to W coincides with 
the restriction of a cocycle defined over G. So 53 is enlargible from W. 
7. Enlargibility in topological and algebraic groups. 
Let G be a topological group and ~ the collection of symmetric neigh-
bourhoods of the identity. F(T~B, 0) is then a sort of Vietoris cochain 
complex for G, and it seems natural to examine in what way the topo-
logical cohomology of G is related to it. This will be done in § ll. 
Ob'serve first that if G is connected, then G = vco for any V E ~. So 
any pair yo, y1 E G may be joined by a sequence yo=Xo, x1, ... , Xn=y1 
with Xt-1Xi+l E V, or rv is connected. 
Observe further that the ewv : F(Tv, 0) --+ F(Tw, 0) are epimorphisms, 
so that F(T~B, 0) =e~BaF(Fa, 0) and ker I!~BG consists of the Fa-cochains 
that are zero on some V. 
Now if G is compact a Fa-cochain is zero on some Tv if and only if 
it is of empty support. So for compact G, F(F~B, 0) coincides with the 
Alexander-Spanier cochain complex. Now if Hitop(G, 0) = 0 (Htop being 
the Alexander-Spanier cohomology) 0 being of bounded torsion and G 
compact, then one can show (see § ll) that for any V E ~' there is a 
WE~ such that ewvHi(Tv, 0) = 0. 0 is said to be of bounded torsion 
if its torsion part is annihilated by multiplication with a fixed integer. 
Similarly we show that if G is locally contractible and Hitop(G, 0) is taken 
to be the i-th singular cohomology group, then the same implication 
holds. 
So we find 
Theorem 7 .1. 
Let 53 : l --+ N C U ~ V --+ l be a local extension over a symmetric 
neighbourhood V of l in a topological group G, and suppose that the weak 
homomorphism lNf!!-1 : V--+ A(N)jl(N) is enlargible to a homomorphism 
8 : G--+ A(N)jl(N). Suppose that G is (i) connected and locally contractible, 
or else (ii) compact connected and O(N) of bounded torsion. 
If Hitop(G, O(N)) = 0, i = l, 2, O(N) =centre of N, then 53 is enlargible from 
a symmetric neighbourhood W of l. in G, W C V. 
Hitop(G, O(N)) denotes the singular cohomology or the Alexander-Spanier 
cohomology according to the presence of case (i) or (ii). 
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Remarks. 
( 1) if U is a topological local group and cp is continuous, then in the 
extension L : 1 --+ N C H _<P___,. G--+ 1, that enlarges£ from W, the topology 
of U induces a topology in H, and cp is continuous; If cp is also open then 
so is cp. 
(2) · If £ is a central extension, then tNcp-I enlarges trivially to a 
() : G--+ A(N)jl(N). 
Now we turn to the case of an algebraic group variety G. 
Theorem 7. 2. 
Let £ : 1 --+ N C U }~'__,. V --+ 1 be a local extension over a symmetric 
Zariski-neighbourhood V of 1 in an algebraic group variety G. 
Then the weak homomorphism tNcp-I : V--+ A(N)jl(N) is uniquely enlar-
gible to a homomorphism () : G --+ A(N)jl(N), and £ is uniquely enlargible 
from V to an extension over G. 
Remark 
The proof rests exclusively on the following two properties of the 
Zariski topology 3 : (i) 3 is invariant under left translations, (ii) a finite 
collection of non-empty Zariski neighbourhoods has a non-empty inter-
section. 
This shows that it suffices to assume that G be Zariski dense in an alge-
braic group variety. 
The theorem decomposes into two lemmas. 
Lemma 7.1. 
A weak homomorphism from V into an abstract group H is uniquely 
enlargible to a homomorphism G --+ H. 
Lemma 7.2. 
Fv is connected, and for any abelian group 0, Hq(Fv, 0) = 0 for q > 1. 
The first lemma takes care of the first part of theorem 7 .2. According 
to the remarks of § 5 it follows from the second lemma, that, by restriction 
to V, the global extensions of G are put in 1-1 correspondence with the 
local extensions over V; this is just the remaining part of the theorem. 
Both lemmas are well-known in one form or another. 
For the sake of completeness we give the proofs. 
Proof of lemma 7. 2. 
By the universal coefficient theorem it is sufficient to replace the 
assertion Hq(Fv,O)=O, q-;;.1, by Hq(Fv)=O (integral coefficients), q-;;.1. 
Let XI, ... , xk E G. Then XIV, ..• , Xk V are non-empty Zariski neigh-
bourhoods and therefore they contain a common point t. So t-I Xi E L 
i= 1, ... , k. 
If x~, ... , Xk occur as the vertices of a finite collection of V -simplices 
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a, we ·can put t in front of each a and obtain again a V-simplex. Hence 
any finite collection of V-simplices lies on a cone in Fv. This implies that 
Fv is connected, simply connected, and that any cycle is a boundary q.e.d. 
Proof of lemma 7 .1. 
Let 'YJ : V-+ H be a weak homomorphism into the abstract group H. 
Let G~ denote the subgroup of G x H generated by the set 
V'={(x, 'Y}(x)); x E V}. 
Let :rtG and :rtH denote the projections of G x H onto G and H respectively. 
Then :rtG induces an epimorphism G' -+ G, and hence a weak homomorphism 
V' -+ v. Consequently :rlG induces a simplicial map rv' -+ rv. However 
:rtG even establishes an isomorphism V'-+ V. Therefore if (xo, .•. , Xn) 
is a simplex in Fv and xo' E G' with :rtG(xo') = xo, we can find a unique 
V'- simplex (xo', ... , Xn') which projects onto (xo, ... , Xn). This shows that 
:rlG : rv' -+ rv is a simplicial covering map. Because rv' is connected 
(V' generates G'), and Fv is simply connected (proof lemma 7.2.), 
:rlG : rv' -+ rv is a 1-1 map. Hence :rlG : G' -+ G is an isomorphism and 
G ~ G' "a_,_ H is the desired enlargement of 'YJ· Finally G being generated 
by V, the enlargement of 'YJ is unique. 
8. Non enlargible local extensions 
A simple example of a non enlargible local extension, where non en-
largibility is due to a non vanishing betti group in dimension 1, is the 
following: 
Take G to be a non trivial central extension of SL(2, R) by a copy A 
of the additive group of real numbers. 
Such a G is obtained e.g. as the quotient of A xSL-where SL is the 
universal covering group of SL(2, R)- by the infinite cyclic central sub-
group whose generator is (1, c), where cis a generator of the centre of SL. 
From now on A and SL denote the images of A and SL in G under this 
quotient map. A and SL have an infinite cyclic subgroup in common. 
Let m: and @5 be the Lie subalgebras of the Lie algebra @ of G corres-
ponding to A ltnd SL. Then @=W+6 (direct sum). 
Let S) be a semi direct sum of@ and an abelian Lie algebra SJl of di-
mension 2 and basis 'Y}b 'Y}2 such that 
[6, SR] =0 and furthermore 
[a, 172] = 'YJl, [a, 'Y}l] = 0 for a fixed a~ 0, a Em:. 
Take U to be a local Lie group with Lie algebra S) and such that U is 
the semi direct product of a neighbourhood V of 1 in G and a vectorgroup 
N corresponding to SR. Then U-+ V, with cp being the quotient map with 
respect toN, is a local extension. This extension is not enlargible over G. 
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Proof: 
Suppose there was a commutative diagram 
C...H~G-+1 
1-+N u u 
c-u~v 
where H is some abstract group. Then the Lie structure in U would induce 
a Lie structure in H and consequently cp would be an analytic homo-
morphism. Furthermore lNcp-1 would be essentially the adjoint repre-
sentation restricted to the vectorspace SJC. However in the adjoint repre-
sentation in SJC, sr is represented by the identity, and the element exp 
!Xl E A (t real number) by the matrix G ~) with respect to the basis 
1)1, 1)2 since SL and A have at least one element in common which is dif-
ferent from the identity, say exp !X t1 , t1 ¥= 0, we should have obtained a 
contradiction. 
Remark. 
For any connected Lie group G with Lie algebra @, there is a spectral 
sequence Halg(G, Htov(G, R)) =- Halg(@, R). The meaning of the notations 
is the following : 
For any vectorspace X over the reals and a given continuous repre-
sentation of G in X we denote by Ha1g(G, X) the Eckmann-Eilenberg-
MacLane cohomology theory of G based on differentiable cochains 1 ). 
Ha1g(@, X) denotes the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of@. R denotes 
the field of reals viewed as a vector-space, and operated on simply by G. 
Htov(G, R) denotes the de Rham cohomology of G. 
From the above spectral sequence one obtains the exact sequence 
0-+ H 1alg(G, R) =Hom (G, R)-+ H 1alg(@, R) -'L_, H 1tov(G, R) -"-,.. 
H 2a!g(G, R) -r__,. H 2alg(@, R). 
(! arises from the inclusion if one takes the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex 
to be the subcomplex of left invariant differential forms in the complex 
of differential forms. r arises from restriction from G to its Lie algebra. 
The above exact sequence shows that any class of Hltop(G, R) which 
does not contain a left invariant differential form gives rise by a to a 
non-trivial group extension of G by R. By the exactness it follows that 
such an extension is trivial on the Lie algebra, and therefore it is locally 
a direct product. Hence any class in H 1tov(G, R) which does not contain 
a left invariant differential form permits us to perform with G a similar 
construction as we performed with SL(2, R). 
1) Recent results of MosTOW [10] show that one might as well take continuous 
cochains. 
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We shall describe an example of a local extension 2 over a neighbourhood 
of l in a simply connected G, which is non enlargible due to n2(G) ~ 0. 
All groups to be considered will be assumed to be locally. contractible. 
Let E be a group with n0(E) =n1(E) =n2(E) = (0) and K a closed normal 
subgroup of E with n0(K) = (0) and n1(K) ~ 0, and such that the homomor-
phism s:E _,.. EJK =G admits a continuous local cross section. (Take e.g. E 
to be the group of paths based at l in .Q(SU(2)) and K =.Q(.Q(SU(2)).) 
Let V0, V 1, V 2 be neighbourhoods of 1 in Gover which s has a cross section, 
such that Vo,1 are contractible and V2 symmetric arcwise connected with 
V12 C Vo, V2 C V1. 
Since K =e-1(1) is connected, the neighbourhoods Ui=s-1( Vi) (i =0, l, 2) 
are arcwise connected, K is a deformation retract of U o .. 
Let U0 ...!!__,. U0 be the universal covering of Uo as a space and put 
U1=e-1(U1), K =e-1(K). Then Xis a deformation retract of Uo,1 and since 
U0 is simply connected so is K, and hence also U1. 
The product of any two paths in U1 being a path in Uo, there exists a 
multiplication in U1 with U1U1 C Uo, and so that e is a homomorphism. 
By restricting the range of multiplication to U 2 the latter is turned into 
a local group, and U2 ..!!__,. U2 is an epimorphism. Obviously 
K ":J ker e ::::: ;H(K) ~ 0. 
We claim that U2 is not a local subgroup of a group. 
Proof. 
Suppose U2 would be a local subgroup of a group E. We may assume 
E = U200• Then the topology in U2 induces in E a topological group struc-
ture. We may assume that E is U2-universal, i.e. any weak homomorphism 
of U 2 enlarges to a homomorphism over E [ 4, 11]. In particular we may 
enlarge the epimorphism e : tJ 2 _,.. u 2 to a homomorphism p : E _,.. E. 
However e is locally an isomorphism and so is P. E being simply con-
nected, and E = iJ2oo being connected, e must be an isomorphism which 
contradicts ker e ~ 0. 
In the entire construction V2 may be any symmetric arcwise connected 
neighbourhood of K such that V2 C V0 • Pick among these possible V2's 
a fixed one V. We claim that the local extension 2: 1 -+ K C tJ-+ V-+ l 
is not enlargible over G from any neighbourhood W C V of 1 in G. For 
if it were, then 2 would be a fortiori enlargible from any symmetric 
arcwise connected neighbourhood V' of 1 with V' C W. (Since G is locally 
arcwise connected, such a V' exists.) Hence S3 is non enlargible. 
Remarks: 
1. By taking the universal covering U of a suitable tubular neigh-
bourhood U of a compact connected. non simply connected subgroup , K 
in a simply connected Liegroup one obtains an example of a non enlar-
gible local Lie group fJ. Denoting the counter image of Kin U by K, K 
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is a connected Lie subgroup of U, and U is fibered by the cosets of K. 
However contrary to the above example K is not normal in U. 
2. By taking the direct product of an infinite collection of non enlar-
gible local groups one obtains an example of a local group in which no 
neighbourhood of the identity is enlargible. 
9. Locally trivial equivalence classes of enlargements 
Let ~ denote again a family of local subgroups of V C G with the 
property that the intersection of any two members of~ contains a member 
of ~. 
Let Li : 1-+ N CHi~ G-+ 1, i= 1, 2 be enlargements of B from 
Wi E ~ (i = 1 2) i.e. there is a commutative diagram 
where Ui=tp-1(Wi). 
An isomorphism r : H1-+ Hz is said to be an equivalence (see § 4) 
if the diagram 
is commutative. 
We say that the equivalence r is locally trivial (relative ~) if there 
is a Wa E ~ Wac wl n Wz such that i is the identity map on 
Ua=q;-1(Wa) CHi (i= 1 2). 
Let s denote a map G-+ A(N) covering 8, and let 1pv : V-+ U be a 
cross section to the homomorphism tp such that 
(0) s(x)=tN(1pv(x)), x E V 
We denote 'ljJV I W, wE~' by '!fJW· And so 1pwi : wi-+ ui cHi are 
CrOSS sections to rpi over JVi with s(x) = lN(Jpw.(x)), X E JVi. 
' Let 1pi : G -+ Hi be a cross section to r/>i with 
(1) 
(2) 
"Pi 1 wi = 1pwi 
s(x) = tN(1pi(x)), x E G. 
Since s(x)s(y) = s(xy) modulo I(N), we have 
1pi(X)1pi(Y) = ni(X, y) 1pi(xy) 
where ni(x, y) EN. 
From (l) it follows that nl(x, y)=nz(x, y) for any pair x, y E wl n JV2 
with xy E JVl n w2. From (2) it follows that nl(X, y) = fz(x, y)n2(X, y), 
x, y E G, where /2 is a O(N)-valued difference cocycle for the pair Lb L2 
(see § 4). 
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Keeping e fixed the cross sections 1pv, 'lfJi are determined up to O(N)-
valued functions hv, ht. On account of (1) and (2) hi I Wi=hv I Wt. Hence 
ni(X, y) is determined up to b hi(x, y), and therefore fz is determined up 
to b(h1-h2). 
h1-h2 is a O(N)-valued function on G which is zero on W1 n Wz. 
Any change in e can be effected by multiplying e on the left by an 
J(N)~valued function on G. So e.g. s'(x) = tN('I](x))s(x) where '17 is an N-
valued function on G. The 1pv 1p1 1p2 may be changed accordingly so as 
to satisfy (0) ( 1) (2) with s' instead of s by 1pv, 1, z(x) __,. 'I](X) 1pv, 1, z(x). 
A simple computation shows that fz is not changed. 
Therefore by the above procedure the difference cocycle fz is determined 
up to the coboundary of a O(N)-valued cochain h with hI W1 n Wz=O. 
Conversely given an enlargement ~I of B from W1 and a 2-cocycle fz 
which is zero on some local subgroup X of W1. Then there is an enlarge-
ment ~2 of B from X such that fz is a difference cocycle for ~1 and ~2· 
Suppose that -r : H 1 __,. H 2 is an isomorphism with ~2-r = ~1 and 
7: I cp-1(W3) =identity where w3 c wl n Wz. Then, upon identifying H1 
with H 2 under -r, 1p1, 2 are cross sections in the same group satisfying 
(0) {1) (2) and therefore 'lfJI(x)={!(x) 1pz(x) where h is a O(N)-valued 
function on G. Since 1p1, 2 coincide on cp-1(W3), hI W3=0. Further /2=b{!. 
Given an enlargement ~of B from W E ~, and an h such that h I W' = 0, 
W' C W, W' E ~- Then there is an equivalence -r : ~ __,. ~ which is the 
identity map on ~-1( W'). 
In order to formulate the results it is useful to introduce an appropriate 
terminology. 
An inhomogeneous cochain on G, with values in some G-module 0, 
is said to be locally zero relative ~ if there is a W E ~ such that 
f(x1, ... , Xn) = 0 
for any W-local n-tuple. The coboundary of a locally zero cochain is 
locally zero 1). The resulting cohomology classes will be called locally zero 
cohomology classes and the cohomology groups will be denoted by 
Hi(G mod~' 0). 
The preceding results on the locally trivial equivalence classes may be 
formulated as follows: 
Let the local extension B be enlargible from some WE~- Any two 
enlargements ~1, ~2 from W 1, W 2 E ~ give rise to a uniquely defined 
element d(~1, ~2) E H 2(G mod ~' O(N)). Given ~1 and an element 
dE H2(G mod ~, O(N)) there is an enlargement ~2 from some WE~' 
such that d(~1, ~2) =d. ~1, ~2 are locally trivial equivalent if and only 
if d(~J, ~2) = 0. 
10. H2(G mod ~' O(N)) and H1(F'1J, O(N)). 
Any inhomogeneous cochain which is zero on the W-local n-tuples 
1) Locally zero cohomology has been considered before by S. T. Hu [12]. 
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corresponds to a homogeneous n-cochain which is zero on Fw. The complex 
of these cochains will be denoted by E(Fe mod Fw, 0) where 0 denotes 
the coefficientgroup. 
If W1 C W2 then E(Fc mod Fw2, 0) C E(Fc mod Fw1, 0). We put 
E(Fc mod FIJJ, 0) = U E(Fc mod Fw, 0); it is the complexofhomogeneous 
WEIJJ 
cochains corresponding to the inhomogeneous locally zero cochains. The 
cohomology of this complex will be denoted alternatively by 
Heq(Fc mod F<JJ, 0) ( =H(G mod ~' 0)). 
Similarly the complex of n-cochains on Fe, which are zero on Fw or on 
some Fw, WE~' will be denoted by F(Fe mod Fw, 0) or by 
F(Fc mod F<JJ, 0) 
respectively. 
Since F(Fc mod FIJJ, 0) and E(Fc mod FIJJ, 0) are direct limits of 
F(Fc mod Fw, 0) and E(Fc mod Fw, 0) we have 
H(Fc mod F<JJ, O)=lim H(Fc mod Fw, 0) 
and Heq(Fc mod F<JJ, 0) =lim Heq(Fc mod Fw, 0). 
F(Fc mod Fw, 0) .and F(Fc mod FIJJ, 0) are the kernels of the homo-
morphisms 
ewe : F(Fe, 0) - F(Fw, 0) 
[J<JJe : F(Fe, 0) - F(F<JJ, 0). 
If Fw is connected for any WE~ we have by the cohomology sequence 
HO(Fe mod Fw,O)=H1(Fe mod Fw,O)=O 
(*) 
(**) 
Hi+1(Fe mod Fw, 0) ~ Hi(Fw, 0) i;;;, 1. 
HO(Fe mod FIJJ, O)=Hl(Fe mod FIJJ, 0)=0 
Hi+l(Fe mod F<JJ, O)=Hi(F<JJ, 0) i-;;;,1. 
Further G operates on the Fe-cochains by (n(g)f(a)=gf(g-la) where a is 
a simplex of Fe. This action of G turns the above cohomology groups 
into G-modules. The above isomorphisms (*) and (**) are also isomor-
phisms for the G-module structure. 
For a fixed W, F(Fe mod Fw, 0) is weakly injective. Therefore applying 
the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence we get 
H(G, H(Fe mod Fw, 0)) =;. Heq(Fc mod Fw, 0) 
Again if Fw is connected HO(Fc mod Fw, 0) =Hl(Fc mod Fw, 0) '*) 0, 
and we find 
H2eq(Fe mod Fw, 0) =Ho(G, H2(Fc mod Fw, 0)) =Ho(G, H1(Fw, 0)). 
The systems {H2eq(Fe mod F, 0), g, ~} and {HO(Q, Hl(F, 0)), g, ~} 
are direct systems, the homomorphisms e arising from the inclusion 
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Tw1 C Tw2 for W1 C Wz. The established isomorphisms 
commute with the homomorphisms of the direct systems. 
If {Hl(T, C),(!,~} is an almost injective direct system (cf. § II) we 
have by proposition (P2 ) of § 11 that 
HO(G, Hl(T'J!;, C)) =lim HO(G; Hl(Tw, C)) 
and hence 
H2eq(Ta mod T'-8, C) =lim H2eq(Ta mod Tw, C)""' lim HO(G, Hl(Tw, C))= 
~ ~ 
=HO(G, HI(T'-8, C)). 
By the results of § 11 we have 
Theorem 10.1. 
Let ~ be the family of symmetric neighbourhoods in a connected topological 
group G, and C a G-module. Assume G to be locally contractible or else G 
compact & C to have bounded torsion. 
Then H 2eq(Ta mod T'-8, C) =H0(G, H 1top(G, C)). 
Remark. 
According to remark (**) in § 11.1 the action of a connected G on 
H 1top(G, C) derives also from making G act on the coefficient group Conly. 
As a consequence we get 
Corollary l. 
Let ~ and G satisfy the assumptions of theorem 10.1. 
Let B : 1 --0>- N C U --0>- V --0>- 1, V E ~, be a local extension which is 
enlargible from some W E ~' W C V. Then the collection of locally trivial 
equivalence classes of enlargements of B is in 1 - 1 correspondence with the 
subgroup of G-invariant elements of H\op(G, C(N)), where the action G of 
is induced by the action of G on C(N) by e. 
A very special case of corollary 1 is obtained by putting V =G, U =Ax G, 
where A is some discrete abelian group, and cp to be the natural projection 
A x G --0>- G. Bearing in mind the remarks at the end of § 7 we see that 
any enlargement of this extension from some W E ~ is an extension 
1 --0>- A C H --0>- G --0>- 1, where His a topological group, A a closed subgroup, 
and such that the part of this extension over W is the part of 
1 --?- A --?- A X G --?- G --?- 1 
over W. We call 1 --0>- A C H --0>- G --0>- 1 a sliced extension. 
Corollary 2. 
The collection of locally trivial equivalence classes of sliced extensions of 
G by A is in 1-1 correspondence with Hltop(G, A). (See remark 3 below.) 
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Remarks. 
1. The two corollaries are more or less well known for the case of 
arcwise locally-arcwise locally-simply connected groups [13]. The treat-
ment we gave here, which does not use the universal covering group is 
perhaps less well known. An advantage of this approach is that in the 
case of a compact connected group one does not have to go back to the 
approximation by Lie groups. 
2. From the proof of theorem 10.1. it follows that one can get a slightly 
more general result viz. : Let ~, G satisfy the assumptions of theorem 10. i. 
If Httop(G, 0)=0, i= 1, ... , n-1, then 
H~:1 (TG mod r<JJ, 0) r-v H 0(G, Hrop(G, 0)) 
In particular if G operates simply on 0 we find: 
H~:1(TG mod r<JJ, 0) r-v H'fop(G, 0). 
3. In case of a compact connected G operating simply on 0 one can 
prove by standard arguments that for any V E ~,there is a W C V, WE~' 
such that the image of the homomorphism ewv :Hi( Tv, 0)--+ Hi(Tw, 0) 
is invariant under the action of G. This shows that in this case 
Hi(T<JJ, 0) =lim Hi(Tw, 0) =lim HO(G, Hi(Tw, 0)). 
Therefore we find: 
Let G be compact connected, 0 arbitrary abelian, and let G operate 
simply on 0. If Hitop(G,0)=0,i=1, ... ,n-1, then 
H~+ 1(TG mod r<JJ, 0) r-v H'fop(G, 0). 
In particular the collection of locally trivial equivalence classes of sliced 
extensions of G by 0 is in 1-1 correspondence with Hltop(G, 0). Hence 
corollary 2 holds without restriction in case of compact connected G. 
(To be continued) 
